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Kata Balogh Projectivity and information structure in Hungarian that-clauses In my talk I investigate the interplay between morhosyntax, semantics and pragmatics in Hungarian that-clauses with respect to factivity and information structure. According to the classical analyses (e.g. Karttunen 1974, Heim 1992) the lexical entry of a factive verb comes with the requirement that the content of the complement must be presupposed (projective content as defined by Simons et al. 2010, 2015). In Hungarian, the that-complement can have a grammatical function and a so-called referring expression can appear in the matrix clause. This referring expression is mostly a demonstrative or personal pronoun, that receives a case marking according to its grammatical function. Next to the referring pronouns there is a special referring expression úgy ‘so’ which has the same function and behavior in the sentence as the referring pronoun, however, its grammatical function is unclear (see also Kálmán et al. 2001). Úgy raises a range of interesting questions for the syntax and interpretation of that-clauses in Hungarian. With factive verbs the use of the referring expression is optional. One of the core issues in my talk is based on the observation that in case a sentence with a factive verb contains an úgy-complement, the content of the complement does not project. The semantic contribution of úgy will be analyzed as a verbal modifier with the effect of contributing uncertainty as a source of the missing projective content. We observe subtle differences between non-factive verbs (e.g. believe), factive verbs with optional pronoun (azt ‘that-acc’) and factive verbs with úgy. To account for these differences we need to refer to and represent the context, and also the information structure (topic-/focus-structure) of the sentence. References Heim, I. 1992. Presupposition Projection and the Semantics of Attitude Verbs. Journal of Semantics 9. Kálmán, L. et al. 2001. Leíró magyar nyelvtan [Descriptive Hungarian Grammar]. Tinta Kiadó. Budapest. Karttunen, L. 1974. Presuppositions and Linguistic Context. Theoretical Linguistics 1. Simons, M., J. Tonhauser, D. Beaver and C. Roberts. 2010. What projects and why. In Li, N. and D. Lutz (eds.). Proceedings of SALT20. CLC Publications. Cornell University. Simons, M., D. Beaver, C. Roberts and J. Tonhauser. 2015. The Best question: Explaining the Projection Behavior of Factives. To appear in Benz, A. and K. Jasinskaja (eds.). Discourse Processes.



Paweł Banaś



What makes a proper name a proper name?



This has long been a strong intuition that proper names belong to a class of „singular terms”, i.e. their function is to refer to individual objects. This intuition has been objected by predicativists who pointed out that proper names are not limited to their referential function but, instead, they may also occur in a plural form („one of Johns”), come with an article („he is a Kennedy”) or a quantifier („some Annas are nice but some are not”). Proper names in such uses (other than referential) resemble to much extent common nouns. Yet, predicativists insist that in all those uses we always deal with proper names which are, in fact, predicates of some special kind. However, predicativists do not offer any decisive argument that all those non-referential uses are still uses of the proper names (that there was no categorical shift involved). Hence, the aim of my presentation is to clarify what is the actual subject of controversy between traditional referentialists and predicativists. To do that I will discuss some linguistic and philosophical criteria for something to be a proper name (as opposed to being something else). I will divide those criteria into 3 categories. First group of criteria will be syntactical, based on a differentiation between: dictionary lemmas, grammatical categories and phonological/phonetic forms. Within dictionary lemmas I will discuss some linguistic theories concerning difference between appellative lemmas (i.e. „gold”) and proprial lemmas (i.e. „John”). My conclusion will be that syntactical criteria are not sufficient and must be supplemented with genetic and functional ones.



Anton Benz & Nicole Gotzner



The best response paradigm: testing for the corner of efficiency Introduction: In the Standard Theory of conversational implicature (Levinson, 1983), implicature are part of communicated meaning, i.e. if an utterance implicates a proposition p, then it is common knowledge that p is communicated. This view gives more and more way to one according to which implicature are only probabilistically inferred. If the standard theory is right, then, in a graph where the x–axis shows the average length of utterances and the y–axis the average % of miscommunication, there should be a corner left of which speaker strategies are increasingly unreliable, and right of which the most successful strategies show almost complete success. Strategies located in this corner are the most efficient ones in the sense that they maximise communicative success and minimise utterance length. We studied implicature of complex sentences with quantifiers ‘some’ and ‘all’ embedded under each other and themselves. We formulated a strategy which we assumed to have the property of being efficient in the above sense. In this talk, we present an experiment that tests this hypothesis. Experiments: Participants in our experiment were presented with a scenario involving six girls who each own a set of four special edition marbles (based on Degen and Goodman, 2014). While the girls are playing the marbles get lost and they have to find them again. During the experiment, participants took two different roles. (1) The speaker had to describe a picture representing how many marbles each girl found. (2) The hearer received a message from the speaker and had to buy sweets to reward the girls. The speaker was allowed to produce up to five sentences by typing in one the following words into a sentence frame: all, some, none, some but not all, some and possibly all and any (in German). Subsequently, the hearer received the sentences and had to choose the appropriate rewards. The reward system was defined such that a girls gets (a) chocolate if she finds all 4 of her marbles, (b) candy if she finds fewer than 4 of her marbles, and (c) a gummy bear when she finds none of her 4 marbles (as a consolation prize). The system randomly paired two participants for a given production-interpretation trial and each participant took each role three times. For this scenario, we formulated the following hypothesis: to communicate successfully, the speaker my produce an utterance that is true only in the actual world (literal description), or apply one of two elimination rules to a literal description: (a) reduction of some but not all to some, and (b) the elimination of none found X. Before the experiment was conducted, a critical strategy was defined on the basis of these rules. The experiments were then conducted with a confederate who played this strategy. Results: We analysed participants’ success rate (expected utility) as a function of whether the hearer selected the appropriate sweets depending on the picture the speaker saw. Overall, the success rate was quite high (89.6 %), showing that participants understood the task. We, then evaluated how successful different production strategies were, also taking into account utterance length. A t-test showed that the critical strategy was significantly better (96.3% vs 89.6%) than the average participant strategy and it was also significantly shorter in terms of sentence length (p-values 
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Leda Berio & Annika Schuster



Mentalised prototypes The assumption that concepts have any stable structure has been attacked from different directions: linguists, psychologists and philosophers argue in theory and empirically that there can be no place for it. Relevant data and arguments for this assumption are summarised in [1], where it is argued that all concepts are ad hoc, thus meaning-stability is an illusion. They formulate the new task of cognitive science as “explain[ing] how apparent stability emerges from pervasive variability” ([1], p. 561). Our main theses are as follows: (1) Prototypical properties are found in a huge amount in the environment due to their selection in the course of evolution for direct or indirect contribution to fitness [2] and lead in the course of concept formation to evolutionary prototype representations. (2) During communication, linguistic interaction is supported by theory of mind/mentalizing skills that allow for the formation of intersubjectively stable prototypes, with mechanisms that are arguably similar to how mentalizing skills contribute to word learning in children [3]. Thus, the solution proposed in our talk is that the variability of concepts is real but follows strict constraints. Stability is regained in part by the evolution-guaranteed stable structure of the world. Moreover, theory of mind/mentalizing skills that are essential during online communication contribute to the formation of situation-dependent, contextually sensitive “public meanings” that serve the purpose of tuning individual representations of evolutionary prototypes in order to provide the speakers with sufficient common ground.



References [1] Casanto, Daniel; Lupyan, Gary (2015): “All Concepts are Ad Hoc Concepts” In: Eric Margolis und Stephen Laurence (Hg.): The Conceptual Mind. New Directions in the Studies of Concepts: MIT Press, S. 543–566. [2] Schurz, Gerhard (2012): “Prototypes and their Composition from an Evolutionary Point of View” In: Wolfram Hinzen, Edouard Machery und Markus Werning (Hg.): The Oxford Handbook of Compositionality: Oxford University Press, S. 530–554. [3] Bloom, Paul (2002): “Mindreading, Communication and the Learning of names for things”, Mind and Language, (1&2):37–54



Anna-Christina Boell & Gerg˝ o Turi



The Role of Context for Exhaustivity in German it-Clefts & Hungarian Focus: An experimental study Introduction: We present an empirical study on exhaustivity of it-clefts and Hungarian pre-verbal focus (which are analyzed on par, e.g. É.Kiss [2016]) that controls for context, which has not been addressed before. We systematically tear apart focus-background (FB) and topiccomment (TC) clefts, to test whether they diﬀer in exhaustivity. Additionally, we show whether additive focus particles have an influence on exhaustivity. We thereby address the question of whether exhaustiveness in these focus constructions is semantic, or can be influenced by contextual factors. Method and Design: We use sentence-picture-verification, which has been used to address exhaustivity (e.g. Pintér [2016], Gerőcs et.al. [2014]). Targets are preceded by two kinds of questions (FB or TC). In each trial, participants are first presented with a picture showing 4 individuals, followed by audio-stimulus. Pictures verify or falsify the exhaustivity implicature. We use the additives többek kösött/ among others for Hungarian and auch/ also for German, and exclusives as control. Participants are asked to judge how well the answers match the questions regarding the picture, using a Likert scale. Predictions: If exhaustivity is semantically coded in the structures, we expect no diﬀerences between the two context questions. Diﬀerences in results would point in the direction of a pragmatic phenomenon. In Hungarian, TC-clefts are expected to always be exhaustive (see e.g. É. Kiss [2016]), as exhaustivity is inferred by previous context, as the referential identification of a set means the exhaustive listing of its members. If the exhaustivity is pragmatic, diﬀerent results for both languages are expected. Parallel results suggest that the exhaustiveness inference in German is not a pragmatic implicature. FB-clefts are expected to be acceptable as direct answers to wh-questions, however, this experiment will show whether the kind of context (topic or focus) has an eﬀect on the exhaustivity of the constructions. If clefts without particles are acceptable in the non-exhaustive contexts as the clefts with additives, particles do not influence exhaustivity.



References Gerőcs, M., Babarczy, A. and Surányi, B.: Exhaustivity in Focus: Experimental Evidence from Hungarian. In: J. Emonds and M. Janebová (eds), Language Use and Linguistic Structure, 181–94. Olomouc: Palacky University. (2014) É. Kiss, K.: Discourse Functions: The Case of Hungarian. In: C. Féry and S. Ishihara (ed.): The Oxford Handbook of Information Structure, PAGES. Oxford: Oxford University Press. (2016) Pintér, Lilla: Preschoolers’ interpretation of the focus particle csak ‘only’ in Hungarian. (2016)
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Olga Borik & Berit Gehrke



The role of presupposition and information structure in Russian imperfective passives We present a corpus study and analysis of Russian imperfective (IPF) past passive participles (PPPs), which are commonly assumed not to occur in regular periphrastic passives (e.g. Babby & Brecht 1975, Schoorlemmer 1995, Paslawska & von Stechow 2003). In contrast, we provide corpus data (from the Russian National Corpus) showing that IPF PPPs do occur productively in such constructions. Our data support the following claims: (A) The semantics of IPF PPPs in passives is fully compositional. (B) IPF PPPs are found in both adjectival and verbal passives. (C) For one type of IPF PPPs the presence of the modifiers describing a relevant aspect of the state/event is obligatory and we often find the marked word order PPPBE; e.g. (1). (1) Stroeno bylo ėto ploxo, xromo, ščeljasto. built.IPF was that badly lamely with.holes



Our main claim is that these PPPs express Grønn’s (2003) presuppositional factive IPF meaning. This is captured by the analysis of (1) in (2), in which the event is presupposed (the subscripted part of the DRS) and the information provided by the modifiers is in focus and part of the asserted meaning. (1) [VP]: λe[ | bad’(e) & lame’(e) & with-holes’(e)][ |build(e)] Thus, we argue that the crucial part of the analysis of IPF PPPs in passives should be that event completion is not at issue but presupposed, and the IPF shifts the focus on another aspect of the event, expressed by a modifier.







Benjamin Burkhardt



In my paper, I develop semantic representations for the physical manipulation verbs push and pull. These representations are grounded in video data and consist of two parts. The first part is based on a pattern that prototypical video depictions of Push and Pull manipulations share. This pattern is based on three so called object relations which are used to describe whether objects are visible and whether they do or do not touch. The distinctive pattern of object relation changes between the mover and the moved object can be observed in all Push and Pull manipulations and is abstracted using a machine learning algorithm. The second part of the representations relies on the location data of the involved objects, which is also extracted from the respective Push/Pull videos. The location data is needed as input for a criterion with which Push and Pull manipulations can be distinguished. It is based on the order in which the mover and the moved object travel relative to their general movement direction. In the second part of the paper, the representations are used in a small program that calculates whether a simple, natural language description matches the depiction of a certain manipulation. In the program flow, the description is elicited by first showing a Push or Pull manipulation video. Then, the description is parsed to extract the used verb and its arguments. The verb’s respective semantic representation and the data extracted from the video are then used to determine whether the description fits the depicted manipulation.



Heather Burnett



Functional Compositionality in Identity Construction A number of recent production and interpretation experimental studies have investigated whether the persona/identity constructed by a style (a sequence of socially meaningful linguistic variants (Eckert & Rickford 2001)) can be predicted from the social meanings of its individual variants (Podesva et al. 2002, Levon 2007, 2014, Campbell-Kibler 2011, among others). These studies have shown that, while the relationship between the components of a style and the identity it constructs can sometimes appear systematic, identity construction fails strong concatenative compositionality: a way of ordering constituents without altering them in syntactic composition (van Gelder 1990:360). Since strong compositionality is often proposed to characterize meaning composition (Montague 1970, Lewis 1970), researchers haven taken this result as evidence that social meaning is fundamentally different from other kinds of linguistic meaning. We argue that the previously identified `failures' of compositionality are instances in which contextual knowledge `overrides' the compositional contribution of the linguistic variants. We argue that, while identity construction fails concatenative compositionality, it satisfies weaker functional compositionality: when there are reliable processes for producing an expression given its constituents, and decomposing the expression back into those constituents (van Gelder 1990:361). We show how quantitative data from Campbell-Kibler 2011 and Levon 2014, which have been previously analyzed as non-compositional, can be treated as (functionally) compositional within a Bayesian game-theoretic approach to identity construction (Burnett 2016). Our paper therefore supports the view that functional compositionality is the appropriate constraint characterizing natural language meaning (van Gelder 1990, Smolensky 1991, Blutner et al. 2004, de Hoop 2007). 250 words References Blutner, R., Hendriks, P., Hoop, H. de, & Schwartz, O. (2004). When compositionality fails to predict systematicity. In: S. Levy & R. Gayler (eds.), Compositional Connectionism in Cognitive Science. Papers from the AAAI Fall Symposium. Technical Report FS-04-03. Burnett, H. (2016). Signalling Games, Sociolinguistic Variation and the Construction of Style. accepted in Linguistics & Philosophy. Campbell-Kibler, K. (2011). Intersecting variables and perceived sexual orientation in men. American Speech, 86(1), 52-68. Eckert, P., & Rickford, J. R. (2001). Style and sociolinguistic variation. Cambridge University Press. Van Gelder, T. (1990). Compositionality: A connectionist variation on a classical theme. Cognitive Science, 14(3), 355-384. Hoop, H. de, Hendriks, P. & Blutner, R. (2007). On compositionality and bidirectional optimization. Journal of Cognitive Science 8, 137-151. Levon, E. (2014). Categories, stereotypes, and the linguistic perception of sexuality. Language in Society, 43(05), 539-566. Levon, E. (2007). Sexuality in context: Variation and the sociolinguistic perception of identity. Language in Society, 36(04), 533-554. Lewis, D. (1970). General semantics. Synthese, 22(1), 18-67 Montague, R. (1970). English as a formal language. In Bruno Visentini (ed.), Linguaggi nella societa e nella tecnica. Edizioni di Communita 188-221. Podesva, R. J., Roberts, S. J., & Campbell-Kibler, K. (2002). Sharing resources and indexing meanings in the production of gay styles. Language and sexuality: Contesting meaning in theory and practice, 175-189. Smolensky, P. (1991). Constituent structure and explanation in an integrated connectionist/symbolic cognitive architecture. In C. Macdonald (ed.), Connectionism: Debates on Psychological Explanation. Blackwell.



Lisa Bylinina The Meaning of ‘Zero’ No standard semantic analysis for numerals is directly applicable to ‘zero’. ,  and  (accompanied by silent MANY, type >>, Hackl 2000) analyses for numerals, when applied to ‘zero’, result in trivial predication over the empty set, giving intuitively incorrect truthconditions. Additionally, ‘zero’ differs from other numerals with respect to upper-boundedness: ‘Three / #Zero students arrived, possibly more.’ Alternatively, ‘zero’ could be treated as a quantifier like ‘no’ rather than a numeral, but this is also problematic: 1) ’no’, unlike ‘zero’, licenses strong NPIs (Gajewski 2007; Collins and Postal 2014) (‘No/*Zero student(s) like semantics, either’); 2) ‘zero’, unlike ‘no’, doesn’t license exception phrases (‘No/*Zero student(s) but Bill / except for Bill came’) or bound readings of pronouns (‘[No girl]i / *[Zero girls]i brought heri friend to school’). I suggest that ‘zero’ () denotes a number, 0. This allows ‘zero’ to be used in mathematical contexts like other numerals: ‘Zero plus three makes three’. I suggest that in order for ‘zero’ to be used prenominally, a different version of MANY is needed — instead of , it combines with the corresponding kind (). MANYk counts the realizations of the kind for which the predicate denoted by the rest of the sentence is true, and states that this number is n. MANYk is compatible with all numerals along with regular MANY, which is unavailable for ‘zero’. Finally, ‘zero’ comes with silent EVEN that brings in presuppositions obscuring anti-additivity, which blocks strong NPIs.



References: Collins & Postal (2014) Classical NEG raising • Gajewski (2007) A Note on Licensing Strong NPIs. Ms. • Hackl (2000) Comparative Quantifiers. Thesis.



Lisa Bylinina, Sjef Barbiers & Ruby Sleeman



The Typology of Numerals And The Number Line In many languages, numerals have different morphosyntax depending on their numeric value: ordinal suppletion is often restricted to low numbers (Veselinova 1998); it’s often the case (e.g. in Russian) that only cardinals referring to ‘1’ and ‘2’ agree in gender with their noun, and so on. Where does grammar place these boundaries between numbers, and why? We report a crosslinguistic study that includes 7 types of numerals in 33 languages from 14 language families, zooming in on the interval from 1 to 10 on the number line. We represent our data as patterns of the following kind: [ 1 2 | 3 4 5 | 6 7 8 9 10 ], where ‘|’ indicates grammatical boundaries. Our data contain 288 instances of 21 unique patterns. The distribution of the boundaries is quite systematic. It can be mostly explained by the frequency of the corresponding numeral, with one exception: the ‘4 | 5’ boundary, which is far more prominent than expected given numeral frequency. We suggest that placement of boundaries is governed by two competing principles: one reflecting the frequency of the numeral and the other — the breakpoint between two cognitive number systems, Object Tracking System and Approximate Number System (4|5) (Carey 1998 a.m.o.). We also observe interdependencies between boundaries (the lack/presence of some boundaries in a pattern predicts the lack/presence of some other boundaries) and suggest that the observed distribution derives from competition for limited resource — namely, the repertoire of grammatical means of a language in the numeral domain. References Carey, S. 1998. Knowledge of number: its evolution and ontogeny. Science. 282 no. 5389 pp. 641-642. Veselinova, L. 1998. Suppletion in the derivation of ordinal numerals. A Case Study. In: MITWPL 31. 



Kathrin Byrdeck, Kurt Erbach, Hana Filip & Peter Sutton



Object mass nouns in Japanese Classifier languages (e.g. Japanese) are traditionally taken to lack grammaticized lexical mass/count distinctions. However, we (i) provide further support of Sudo’s (forthcoming) evidence that Japanese has clear grammatical reflexes of the mass/count distinction (evident in its quantifier system); (ii) argue that Japanese contains object mass nouns (e.g. kagu(rui) (‘furniture’)) which are predicted not to exist in classifier languages (Chierchia 2010). Object mass nouns have two hallmark properties. They are mass (infelicitous in count constructions), and they readily admit cardinality comparison readings in ‘more than’ constructions. The received view is that all nouns in classifier languages syntactically behave like mass nouns. Chierchia (2010) analyzes them as kind-denoting. From this, plus a lack of the mass/count distinction, he argues that object mass nouns should not exist in such languages. Inagaki & Barner (2009) use quantity judgment tasks to show that, despite alleged differences in the existence of count/mass syntax, English and Japanese speakers sometimes base ‘more than’ quantity judgments on cardinality, and sometimes on volume. Sudo (forthcoming) observes that felicity patterns with quantifier expressions like tasū (‘a majority of’) reflect a mass/count distinction in the Japanese lexical system. We support Sudo’s conclusion by a detailed empirical study. Furthermore, by integrating Inagaki & Barner’s results, we argue that there is a class of nouns in Japanese that have the hallmark properties of object mass nouns. Finally, we give a formal analysis of these data using Sutton and Filip’s (2016) context-sensitivity driven account of object mass nouns. (248 words) References Chierchia, Gennaro. (2010). Mass nouns, vagueness and semantic variation. Synthese 174:99–149. Inagaki, Shunji, and David Barner. (2009). Countability in absence of count syntax: Evidence from Japanese Quantity Judgments. In Studies in Language Sciences 8: Papers from the 8th Annual Conference of the Japanese Society of Language Sciences, ed. Shunji Inagaki, Makiko Hirakawa, Setsuko Arita, Yahiro Hirakawa, Hiromi Morikawa, Mineharu Nakayama, Hidetosi Sirai,andJessikaTsubakita,111–125.Tokyo: Kurosio. Sudo, Yasutuda. (forthcoming). Countable nouns in Japanese. Proceedings of WAFL, 11. Sutton, Peter, and Hana Filip. (2016). Counting in context. In Moroney, Mary, Little, Carol-Rose, Collard, Jacob & Burgdorf, Dan (eds.), Semantics and Linguistic Theory (SALT) 26, 350-370. LSA and CLC Publications.



Flóra Lili Don´ ati



Exhaustivity in Hungarian Focus



Hungarian is probably the most well-known language with a designated focus position, namely the immediately preverbal one. Sentences with preverbal focus are interpreted exhaustively, meaning that they do not just contribute a possible answer to a corresponding question, but the only possible answer. However, the source of this interpretation has been the subject of debate. Since the 1980s, arguments in favour of a semantic approach have been presented: exhaustivity is due to a covert ‘only’ operator and part of the truth-conditional meaning (Szabolcsi, 1981, 1994, Kenesei 1986, E. Kiss 1998, Balogh 2009, etc.). Recently, these proposals were challenged: several authors presented evidence in favour of a pragmatic approach, according to which the exhaustive interpretation is an implicature (Wedgwood 2005, 2007, Onea & Beaver 2009, Ger˝ocs et al. 2014, etc). Following the pragmatic approaches, I argue that the exhaustive interpretation is indeed an implicature, but a specific one: a reinforced scalar implicature. I extend this analysis to utterances without focus, as in general we interpret utterances exhaustively; except for cases where the exhaustivity implicature is explicitly cancelled (e.g. even- and also-phrases). In this work, I present data from Hungarian clearly contradicting a semantic operator approach and show cases where the presence of preverbal focus is triggered by operations that don’t involve exhaustivity. I demonstrate how the theory of scalar implicatures can be applied to utterances with and without focus, and discuss why these implicatures become stronger in the presence of focus. Selected references: Br´ody, M. (1990). Remarks on the order of elements in the Hungarian focus field. In UCL Working Papers in Linguistics 2, 201-25. • Br´ody, M., & Szendr˝oi, K. (2010). Exhaustive focus is an answer. ´ Kiss, K. (1998). Identificational focus versus information focus. In Language, 245Unpublished Manuscript. • E. 273. • Horv´ ath, J. (2007). Separating focus movement from focus. In Phrasal and clausal architecture, 108-145. • Ger˝ ocs, M., Babarczy, A., & Sur´anyi, B. (2014). Exhaustivity in Focus: Experimental Evidence from Hungarian. In Linguistic Evidence – Berlin Special, Humboldt University • Kenesei, I. (1986). On the logic of word order in Hungarian. In Topic, focus and configurationality, 143-159. • Onea, E., & Beaver, D. (2009). Hungarian focus is not exhausted. In Semantics and Linguistic Theory (Vol. 19, pp. 342-359) • Szendr˝oi, K. (2001). Focus and the syntax-phonology interface (Doctoral dissertation, University College London). • Szabolcsi, A. (1981). The semantics of topic-focus articulation. In 3rd Amsterdam Colloquium Proceedings • Wedgwood, D. (2005). Shifting the focus: From static structures to the dynamics of interpretation. Emerald Group Publishing.



Katherine Fraser & Cora Pots Motion verbs in progress: a cross-linguistic study of expressive meaning This talk compares the semantics of Dutch verb clusters with lopen ‘to walk’ and English pseudocoordination with go. While there has been previous work on these constructions (Lemmens 2005; Vos 2005; Wul↵ 2006), to our knowledge a thorough model-theoretical analysis is lacking. This study contributes to the theoretical discussion surrounding the progressive. These constructions are interesting because the motion verb denotes no actual motion, but aspectual semantics. When combined with a non-eventive verb, lopen/go enable an eventive interpretation, similar to how the progressive a↵ects states (Comrie, 1976). In using lopen/go, the speaker can express heightened emotion or irritation; cf.(1),(2). (1)



Ja ik merk net dat ik de herhaling heb lopen kijken, verdikkeme yes I noticed just.now that I the rerun have walk.INF watch.INF, damn ‘Yes, I notice just now that I have been watching the rerun, dammit.’



(2)



[L.A.] made it seem as if the job was [Phil] Jackson’s {. . . }, but they went and hired D’Antoni before Phil got the chance to respond.



Both examples contain a motion verb but no physical motion is entailed. However, there is a salient meaning of irritation, indicated by the context: through verdikkeme ‘dammit’ in (1) and the surrounding context in (2). Based on corpus work, we discuss constraints of these closely-related constructions. Formally, we follow a multi-dimensional approach, recognising a separate dimension for the speaker evaluation (Potts, 2005; Gutzmann, 2015). The motion verb is the expressive item, which not only contributes aspectual information but an evaluation of the VP.



References Comrie, B. (1976). Aspect: an introduction to the study of verbal aspect and related problems. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. Gutzmann, D. (2015). Use-Conditional Meaning. Studies in Multidimensional Semantics. Oxford Studies in Semantics and Pragmatics 6. Oxford University Press, Oxford. Lemmens, M. (2005). Aspectual posture verb constructions in Dutch. Journal of German Linguistics, 17(3):183–217. Potts, C. (2005). The Logic of Conventional Implicatures. OUP. Vos, M. A. D. (2005). The syntax of pseudo-coordination in English and Afrikaans. Igitur/LOT: Netherlands graduate school of linguistics. Wul↵, S. (2006). Go-v vs. go-and-v in English: a case of constructional synonymy. In Corpora in Cognitive Linguistics: Corpus-based approaches to syntax and lexis. Mouton de Gruyer, Berlin.
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Justyna Grudzińska



Inverse linking and long-distance indefinites: scope-taking with dependent types In this talk, we discuss two puzzling scope facts occurring in complex syntactic environments: inverse linking and long-distance indefinite readings. The phenomenon of inverse linking refers to the syntactic constellations in which the embedded QP takes scope over the embedding one ([6], [7], [4], [2], [8]). For example, sentence (1) A representative of every committee missed a meeting can be understood to mean that a di↵erent representative of each committee missed a potentially di↵erent meeting in each case, i.e., it allows a reading in which every committe outscopes a representative. This poses a puzzle for standard scope-assignment strategies, for there is independent evidence that scoping out of DP islands should be disallowed. Yet another puzzle concerns indefinites and their scopal properties ([3], [9]). The problem arises in connection with sentences such (2) Every linguist has studied every solution that some problem might have. As discovered by a number of authors, sentence (2) allows the so-called long-distance intermediate scope reading for some problem saying that for every linguist l there is a possibly di↵erent problem p such that l has studied every solution to p. This long-distance reading is plausible and intuitively available to many authors but it is also problematic, for on this reading the indefinite some problem (unlike standard quantifiers) takes exceptional scope out of its scopal island (relative clause). To tackle the two puzzles, we shall develop a new account of the so-called relational nouns (e.g. representative, solution) from the perspective of our semantic system combining generalized quantifiers with dependent types. Whereas in the Montagovian setting relational nouns are interpreted as two-place relations (expressions of type < e, < e, t >>) ([1]), our framework allows us to interpret them as dependent types ([5]). Our semantic system is many-sorted in the sense that it includes many basic types. In a system with many types, we can also have dependent types. On our analysis, sortal CNs, e.g. man, woman, are interpreted as types, e.g. type M /set of men kM k, type W /set of women kW k. Relational CNs, e.g. representative (as in a representative of a country), are interpreted as dependent types, e.g. c : C, r : R(c)/for any element a in the set of countries kCk, there is a set (fiber) kRk(a) of the representatives of that country. We will use this dependent type account of relational nouns to provide a uniform treatment of the two puzzling scope phenomena in question.



References [1] Barker, C.: Possessives and relational nouns. In: Maienborn, von Heusinger and Portner (eds). Semantics: An International Handbook of Natural Language Meaning (2011). [2] Barker, C., Shan, C.c.: Continuations and Natural Language. Oxford University Press (2014). [3] Chierchia, G.: A Puzzle about Indefinites. In Cecchetto C., Chierchia G., and Guasti M.T. (eds.), Semantic Interfaces: Reference, Anaphora, and Aspect. CSLI, Stanford, 51-89 (2001). [4] Larson, R. K.: Quantifying into NP. Manuscript (1985). [5] Martin-L¨of, P.: Intuitionistic Type Theory. Bibliopolis (1984). [6] May, R.: The Grammar of Quantification. PhD dissertation, MIT (1977). [7] May, R.: Logical Form: Its Structure and Derivation. MIT Press (1985). [8] Sailer, M.: Inverse linking and telescoping as polyadic quantification. Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 19, G¨ottingen, 535-552 (2015). [9] Schwarz, B.: Two kinds of long distance indefinites. In Rooy R. van, Stokhof M. (eds.), Proceedings of the Thirteenth Amsterdam Colloquium, Amsterdam University, 192-197 (2001).
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Katarzyna Kijania-Placek



Generalised polysemy



The traditional theories of polysemy attempt to account for the multiplicity of stable senses for one linguistic unit, where the sense of a word determines its propositional contribution. Yet the insight that we may glean from the works of Kaplan (1989a,b) concerning the concept of linguistic meaning calls for a generalization of the understanding of the phenomena of polysemous meaning. According to Kaplan, expressions do not necessarily exhibit a meaning that provides content, i.e. propositional contribution, directly, but may instead rely on a rule that for the same word gives (possibly) different contents in different contexts. Combining the ideas of Kaplan with the traditional accounts of polysemy (Apresjan 1973; Pusteyovsky 1995; Pethö 2001), I will propose a two dimensional account of the latter that allows for connecting words not just with sets of stable senses, but also with sets of content generating rules. I intend to apply this generalised notion of polysemy to account for the multiplicity of kinds of uses of proper names. While proper names are usually considered as devices of singular reference, considered as word-types they also exhibit other kinds of uses (Burge 1973, Fara 2015a,b, Jeshion 2012, 2015, Elbourne 2005, Matushansky 2008, Leckie 2013). Basing the linguistic meaning of a name on a set of rules will allow for an explanation of both the productivity as well as the systematicity of their uses. References: Apresjan, J. (1973) Regular polysemy. Linguistics 142:5-32. Burge, T. (1973) Reference and Proper Names. J. of Philos. 70:425–39. Elbourne, P. (2005) Situations and individuals. MIT Press. Fara, D. (2015a) Names are predicates. Philos. Review 124:59-117. Fara, D. (2015b) ‘Literal’ uses of proper names. In A. Bianchi, (Ed.), On Reference. OUP, 249–277. Jeshion, R. (2012) A Rejoinder to Fara’s “‘Literal’ Uses of Proper Names”, ms. Jeshion, R. (2015) Referentialism and Predicativism About Proper Names. Erkenntnis 80:363–404. Kaplan D. (1989a) Demonstratives. In: Almog J., Perry J., Wettstein H. (eds.) Themes from Kaplan, OUP, 481–563. Kaplan D. (1989b) Afterthoughts. In: Almog J., Perry J., Wettstein H. (eds.) Themes from Kaplan, OUP, 565–614. Leckie, G. (2013) The Double Life of Names. Philos. Studies 165:1139–60. Matushansky, O. (2008) On the Linguistic Complexity of Proper Names. Ling. and Philos. 21:573–627. Pethö, G. (2001) What is polysemy? In Eniko N., Karoly B. eds. Pragmatics and Flexibility of Word Meaning, Elsevier, 175-224. Pustejovsky J. (1995) The Generative Lexicon. MIT Press. [some references suppressed for blind review]



Natasha Korotkova



A novel route to ‘de se’



Evidentials (linguistic markers of information source; Aikhenvald 2004) are subject to an awareness condition: the evidence holder has to be conscious of their evidence, which bans otherwise well-formed sentences from amnesiac scenarios (1). (1)



Turkish Alexis and I are watching a muted video of an escape room. One person talks to a team member and rushes to the left corner. Alexis thinks that that person was told about a clue’s location. Unbeknownst to her, that person is herself. #Alexis [ipucu kö¸se-dey-mi¸s] de-di. Alexis [clue corner-LOC -EVID] say-PST Intended: ‘Alexis said that the clue was in the corner (she was told).’



A hallmark of obligatorily ‘de se’ pronouns (e.g. PRO), awareness is viewed in linguistic theories as an arbitrary fact of grammar, one that has to be encoded in the conventional meaning of respective pronouns and/or constructions (see Anand 2006; Pearson 2015 for an overview). I propose that the obligatory ‘de se’ construal of evidentials is not accidental. Mental processes described by evidentials (perception, introspection) resist third-party assessment, which is responsible for the lack of certain readings in dialogues and attitudes (Korotkova 2015, 2016). I argue that amnesiac scenarios instantiate a subspecies of third-party assessment: felicity judgments are no different if the video’s character is an actual third party. I thus offer a novel route to ‘de se’, which is rooted in subjectivity and does not require any additional machinery. I conclude by connecting this view on ‘de se’ construal to immunity to error through misidentification associated with mental states (García-Carpintero 2015).



References Aikhenvald, A. (2004). Evidentiality. OUP. Anand, P. (2006). De de se. Ph. D. thesis, MIT. García-Carpintero, M. (2015). De se thoughts and immunity to error through misidentification. Synthese. Korotkova, N. (2015). Evidentials in attitudes: do’s and dont’s. In E. Csipak and H. Zeijlstra (Eds.), Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung (SuB) 19, pp. 340–357. Korotkova, N. (2016). Disagreement with evidentials: A call for subjectivity. In J. Hunter, M. Simons, and M. Stone (Eds.), JerSem: The 20th Workshop on the Semantics and Pragmatics of Dialogue, pp. 65–75. Pearson, H. (2015). Counterfactual De Se. Ms.



Jakub Kozakoszczak
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Joanna Odrowąż-Sypniewska



Sub-sentential speech acts: a philosopher’s evaluation of the argument from connectivity The most commonly given examples of sub-sentential speech acts are expressions such as “Nice dress“, “From Spain“, “Where?“ etc. uttered in such circumstances in which speakers uttering them are regarded as “making moves in a language game”, e.g. stating, asking, promising etc. The argument from connectivity is one of the most important arguments for the claim that such utterances – contrary to appearances – are in fact ellipses, i.e. sentential speech acts. The argument uses examples from inflectional languages, such as Polish or German, in which allegedly sub-sentential speech acts (e.g. “Obiema rękami” (Both hands.DAT) said by a father to his little daughter drinking hot chocolate from a glass) appear in cases other than the nominative. Those who think that they are just fragments of longer unpronounced sentences have no problem in explaining where the case comes from, but for those who think that such utterances are truly sub-sentential the answer is more problematic. In my talk I’d like to argue that the argument is by no means conclusive and the defenders of sub-sentential speech acts need not be worried by connectivity effects. I’ll suggest a moderate relativist account (see Recanati 2008) of sub-sentential speech acts on which connectivity can be explained. References Recanati F. 2008. “Moderate Relativism”. In M. Garcia-Carpintero, M. Koelbel (eds.) Relative Truth; 41-62. 



Wiebke Petersen Developing a web-based search tool for accessing annotated data Linguists put a lot of effort into extracting and annotating specialized corpus databases with which theories can be developed or research hypotheses can be tested. Annotations are frequently stored in formats that make it difficult to reuse the data in other research scenarios. Moreover, most web interfaces often only allow predefined searches (e.g., searching for the collocations of a word). In our talk, we discuss an approach that overcomes some of the described problems. We provide a system for storing and querying linguistic annotations that is flexible, extendable and easy to adapt to new tasks. The key idea is to store the data in a relational database and to access it via a specialized search language that allows formulating queries that have not been predefined by the data provider. Our talk will first deal with the basic questions coming up in any annotation task: What kind of expressions will be annotated (sentences, isolated words, ngrams)? What are the basic units of the annotations? Do we need to consider (discontinuous) multi-units? Which relations must be captured? We will then show how such a system can be set up using our framework. The approach is illustrated by two current projects -



Astadhyayi 2.0 Adjective Exploration Tool



The introduced projects differ with respect to size (small and fixed versus huge and growing), the output (sutras versus adjective-noun-pairs) and annotators (manual versus mainly automatic), and thus provide a realistic overview of the capabilities of our system.



Agnieszka Piskorska & Maria Jodłowiec



The dynamism of context: A relevance-theoretic approach The major goal of this paper is to show how context emerges in utterance/text comprehension by analysing the process of the interpretation of verbal jokes. On the relevance-theoretic approach (Sperber and Wilson 1986/95, 1987; Wilson and Sperber 2002, 2004, 2012), context is defined as “the set of premises used in interpreting an utterance” (Sperber and Wilson 1986/95: 15) and is treated as a mental construct, which is “a subset of the hearer’s assumptions about the world” (Sperber and Wilson 1986/95: 15). The idea is that from a myriad of assumptions that the interpreter can access, those that contribute to optimising relevance, i.e. lead to the recovery of the speaker-intended meaning and make the utterance optimally relevant, will form the context for comprehension. How this is postulated to work will be demonstrated on the basis of joke comprehension, explicated along the relevancetheoretic lines. It will be argued that adequately cued by the speaker, or joke-teller (author), context is not given by the communicator but must be chosen by the interpreter (cf. Pagin and Pelletier 2007), so it is by definition a dynamic entity, which undergoes constant modifications as the interpreter processes the incoming verbal data and interprets the communicative clues provided (Sperber and Wilson 1986/95: 132–151). It will be concluded that this kind of approach to context, classified as deflationary (Andler 2003: 358), reveals the intricate nature of what is involved, appears psychologically feasible and is rooted in general inferential processes employed in verbal communication. Selected references: Andler, D. (2003). Context: the case for a principled epistemic particularism. Journal of Pragmatics, 35: 349–371. Pagin, P., Pelletier, J. (2007). Content, context, and composition. In G. Preyer and G. Peter (eds.). Context-sensitivity and semantic minimalism: New essays on semantics and pragmatics. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 25–62. Sperber, D., Wilson, D. (1986/95). Relevance: communication and cognition. Oxford: Blackwell. Sperber, D., Wilson, D. (1987). Précis of Relevance: communication and cognition. Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 10: 697–754. Sperber, D., Wilson, D. (2002). Pragmatics, modularity and mind–reading. Mind & Language 17, 3–23. Wilson, D., Sperber, D. (2004). Relevance theory. In L. Horn and G. Ward (eds.). The handbook of pragmatics. Oxford: Blackwell, 607–63. Wilson, D., Sperber, D. (2012). Meaning and relevance. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.



Maria Spychalska Scalar implicatures in context of full and partial information. Evidence from ERPs. A major part of the psycholinguistic research on scalar implicatures has focused on the question of how scalar implicatures are generated: in a default and automatic manner or resulting from an effortful reasoning processes. Many studies on the processing of scalar implicatures brought contrastive results: some experiments provided evidence that the processing of the pragmatically enriched interpretation is costly relative to the processing of the semantic meaning, other studies found no additional cost for the processing of scalar implicatures. It was further suggested that scalar implicatures are differently processed depending on contextual support: in contexts that support the pragmatic interpretation, scalar implicatures will occur as default and automatic, whereas when the contextual support is weaker, listeners will take longer to arrive at the inference. These results were integrated within a probabilistic model of linguistic processing, called constraint-based account (Degen & Tanenhaus 2014, 2015) and predicting that interlocutors may use information from multiple sources during sentence comprehension to create expectations about the future development of the utterance. In my talk I will present results from EEG studies on scalar implicatures processing arguing in favor of the constraintbased model. Comparing results from two studies: where the scalar implicature processing was tested in the context of full information and in the context of partial information, I will discuss how the contextual support may determine the cognitive costs of the implicature processing.



Yasutada Sudo Redundant assertions and presupposition satisfaction in situation semantics Mayr & Romoli (2016; M&R) make an interesting observation about disjunctive sentences like (1). (1) Either Mary isn’t pregnant, or she is and she is expecting a daughter. What is puzzling here is that she is (pregnant) is redundant. Given that redundant utterances generally give rise to infelicity (Stalnaker 1979, Singh 2007, Meyer 2015), the felicity of (1) is unexpected. M&R propose two specific ways to solve this puzzle, making crucial use of (i) the grammatical mechanism of exhaustification (Fox 2007, Chierchia, Fox & Spector 2012) and (ii) incremental computation of redundancy that is blind to the meaning of certain parts of the sentence (Fox 2008, Schlenker 2009). They therefore take sentences like (1) to be evidence for (i) and (ii). Contrary to M&R, I claim that (1) does not necessarily motivate (i) or (ii), because (1) is only problematic under a specific assumption about presupposition satisfaction and assertion, namely that they refer to the same notion of entailment. It is natural to make this assumption in possible worlds semantics, which M&R assume, but is not necessarily motivated in a more fine-grained theory of meaning. To make this point concrete, I will develop a theory of presupposition satisfaction and redundancy using situation semantics, and show how it explains (1) without (i) or (ii). The core intuition is that it is easier to satisfy presuppositions than to make assertions redundant. I will also discuss potential problems for M&R’s proposals. (242 words)



Jakub Szymanyk & Camilo Thorne



Semantic Complexity Influences Quantifier Distribution in Corpora Jakub Szymanik1 & Camilo Thorne2



Linguists and philosophers have been searching for various ways to estimate complexity and expressivity of natural language. These endeavors are usually driven by different (but often related) questions: What are the semantic bounds of natural languages or, in other words, what is the conceptual expressiveness of natural language (Szymanik, 2016)? What is the ‘natural class of concepts’ expressible in a given language and how to delimit it (Barwise and Cooper, 1981)? Are there differences between various languages with respect to semantic complexity (Everett, 2005)? Or more from a methodological perspective: how powerful must be our linguistic theories in order to minimally describe semantic phenomena (Ristad, 1993)? A similar question can be also asked from a cognitive angle: are some natural language concepts harder to process for humans than others (Feldman, 2000)? In order to contribute to the above outlined debate we focus on one aspect of natural language: its ability to express quantities by using the wide repertoire of quantifier expressions. We propose to use an abstract measure of semantic complexity: the minimal computational device that can compute the meaning of a quantifier. Using regression analysis we show that semantic complexity is a statistically significant factor explaining 27.29% of frequency variation. We compare that with the influence of other factors (e.g., quantifier monotonicity or quantifier length). We take this result as an argument in favor of the claim that abstract semantic complexity measures may enrich the methodological toolbox of the language complexity debate.



1 Institute for Logic, Language and Computation, University of Amsterdam 2 Data and Web Science Group, Universität Mannheim







Swantje T¨ onnis & Joseph P. DeVeaugh-Geiss



Experimental Investigations on Exhaustivity in Hungarian Preverbal Focus Exhaustiveness of preverbal focus in Hungarian as in (1) is frequently treated on a par with the exhaustive interpretation of it-clefts. Following E. Kiss (1998), exhaustivity in both constructions is analyzed as a robust semantic inference. (1)



VIKTOR kevert ki egy koktélt. VIKTOR mixed out a cocktail. 'It is Viktor who mixed a cocktail.'



We present an empirical study directly comparing the exhaustivity inference in (i) preverbal focus, (ii) bi clausal clefts, (iii) definite pseudoclefts, and (iv) exclusives in Hungarian. The study uses a novel mousedriven picture-verification task in which the incremental updating of the context allows one to determine at which point participants take exhaustivity into consideration. The experiment was conducted in two versions, one providing a verification of the prejacent or canonical meaning of the target (Experiment I), and one providing a falsification of exhaustivity (Experiment II). In both experiments, exclusives differed from the other three. Target sentences (i)-(iii) were interpreted less exhaustively than exclusives, in Experiment I even less than in Experiment II. Our results are compatible with a parallel analysis of clefts, pseudoclefts (see, e.g., Percus 1997, Buring & Kriz 2013), and also preverbal focus. However, the exhaustivity inference in preverbal focus is not as robust as the one of exclusives, contra E Kiss. The same experiments for German, in contrast, did not show similar results (DeVeaugh-Geiss et al to appear). Clefts and definite pseudoclefts were interpreted less exhaustively in the German version of Experiment II compared to the results for Hungarian preverbal focus.



Eva-Maria Uebel



Event modifying (counterfactual) comparison clauses in German Literature on event modification is vast but generally neglects the means of describing the manner in which an event is executed through a comparison clause. In this talk I will present my steps towards a semantic analysis of event modifying counterfactual comparison clauses (CCCs) with als ob ‘as if’, cf. (1a), under the assumption (with, e.g., Bücking 2014, 2015) that CCCs simply are a more complex variant of ’normal’ event modifying comparison clauses (introduced by (so)…wie in German, cf. (1b)). (1)



... dass Anna (so ) getanzt hat, ... that Anna (that_way) danced has, ’that Anna danced …



a. als ob sie glücklich wäre. as if she happy was.SUBJ ' …as if she was happy’ b. wie Jan (getanzt hat) like Jan (danced has) ‘…like Jan (has danced)’



For my neo-Davidsonian analysis, I will build upon the ideas wrt so (such) and similarity put forth in Carlson (1980), later adopted in, e.g., Morzycki/Landman (2003), Anderson/Morzycki (2013), Umbach/Gust (2014). Namely that the expressed similarity of two entities can be modelled by stating that the two entities belong to the same kind, introduced via so. So unlike Bücking (2015), my approach emphasizes the role of so. But unlike Carlson suggested and Morzycki/Landman maintain, I propose that in a construction of a (possibly covert) so + comparison clause, so does not introduce a free kind-variable but a definite kind and that the comparison clause proper is a predicate of that kind, which – arguably – is a manner-kind when so is VP-internal. References: Anderson, C./Morzycki, M. (2015): “Degrees as kinds“. Natural Language & Linguistic Theory 33/3. 791-828. Bücking, S. (2014): “Zur Interpretation hypothetischer Vergleichssätze im Deutschen“. Handout Ereignissemantik 14, Workshop Universität Jena. Bücking, S. (2015): "Zur Syntax hypothetischer Vergleichssätze im Deutschen". Zeitschrift für germanistische Linguistik 43. 261-305. Carlson, G. N. (1980). Reference to kinds in English. New York and London: Garland. Landman, M./Morzycki, M. (2003): “Event kinds and the representation of manner“. Proceedings of the Western Conference on Linguistics (WECOL) 2002, vol. 14. California State University, Fresno. 136–147. Umbach, C./Gust, H. (2014): “Similarity Demonstratives“. Lingua 149, 74-93.



Carla Umbach & Stefan Hinterwimmer



Eventive readings of German wie-complements Interrogative complements introduced by wie ('how') embedded under, e.g., perception verbs exhibit two different readings. In (1a) the wie-complement has a manner reading addressing the question of how Berta got on the bus, which is indicated with the help of the namely continuation. In (1b) the wie-complement has an eventive reading merely conveying the event, or process, of Berta getting on the bus. This reading licenses insertion of the temporal particle gerade ('just') and a progressive paraphrase with dabei sein. (1) a. Anna sah, wie Berta in den Bus stieg – nämlich zögernd und schwerfällig. b. Anna sah, wie Berta (gerade) in den Bus stieg (wie Berta dabei war, in den Bus zu steigen). Eventive readings of wie-complements occur with perception verbs (sehen, hören, …) but also with report verbs (berichten, erzählen, …) and cognitive verbs (erinnern, daran denken, …). A semantic analysis has to account for commonalities and differences of the two readings – in particular for the question of why both readings are expressed by wie. We will start from a similarity interpretation of wie and suggest that wie-complements evoke similarity classes. The different readings are brought about by different varieties of the features of comparison relevant in determining similarity: While the manner reading makes use of manner features, the eventive reading is given by features of comparison relating to stages of the observed event. In this analysis, the impact of similarity consists in proving a perspective rather than adding to the propositional content.



Kata Wohlmuth On the granularity parameter of distributivity The current theory of distributivity employs two silent verbal operators to account for covert distributivity (see Champollion (2016)): the D-operator (Link (1991) and Roberts (1987)) takes care of atomic distributivity, and the Part-operator (Schwarzschild 1996) takes care of nonatomic distributivity. The semantics of the two operators is the same except for their in-built granularity restriction. As it is, the system is redundant because the atomic distributive reading can be taken care of both by D and Part; it also overgenerates, because it allows the application of Part even when the nonatomic distributive reading is not available (see Link (1998)). This paper argues that it is possible to avoid these problems if we stipulate only one covert distributivity operator that is not specified for the granularity of distribution: (1)



D = l Pl x8y[y < x ! P(y) ^ 8z[z  y ! z = y _ ¬P(z)]]



The underlying idea is that it is possible and desirable to separate the two distinct components – the quantificational force and the granularity of the distribution – coded in the semantics of the covert distributivity operators. The new D-operator in (1) keeps only the quantificational force and leaves it up to the context or the DP the verbal predicate is applied to to specify the granularity of distribution avoiding the problem of redundancy and overgeneration. Moreover, it also allows us to account for data where the granularity of distribution is either unspecified or (explicitly) suspended by the context, as in (2). (2)



I don’t know whether they did it individually or in teams, but the boys built a sandcastle.



References. Champollion (2016) Covert distributivity in algebraic semantics. Semantics and Pragmatics. • Link (1991) Plural. In von Stechov & Wunderlich (Eds.), Semantik. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter. • Link (1998) Ten years of research on plurals – Where do we stand? In Hamm & Hinrichs (Eds.) Plurality and Quantification. Kluwer. • Roberts (1987) Modal subordination, anaphora and distributivity. University of Massachusetts. • Schwarzschild (1996) Pluralities. Kluwer.



Karolina Zuchewicz



On the relationship between perfectivity and factivity in Polish The introspective judgement of Polish data shows that perfective predicates either presuppose factivity of embedded object sentences, or they let it be derived via conversational implicature. It can be observed that lexical properties of perfective matrix verbs determine which kind of inference is available. The two embedding perfective verbs: przewidzieć ‘to predict’ and przepowiedzieć ‘to foretell’ only slightly differ in their lexical meanings, but they differ significantly with respect to the factivity inference they cause on embedded object sentences. When the truth of the proposition expressed by the embedded sentence has been verified in the actual world, both lexemes appear acceptable. In contrast to that, only przepowiedzieć can be used when the truth of the proposition of the subordinate clause cannot be verified in the actual world. A case of factivity being presupposed by perfectivity concerns for instance perfective verbs of guessing and perfective verbs of proving. In contrast to that, factivity defined through anaphoricity or giveness of the proposition from the embedded clause / factivity inference as a conversational implicature gives rise to the factive interpretation of sentential complements embedded under perfective speech act verbs. In my talk I am presenting a systematic account for treating factivity as an inherent component of perfectivity in Polish. Selected references Austin, J. 1962. How to do things with words. Oxford. Kiefer, F. 1986. Some semantic aspects of indirect speech in Hungarian. In F. Coulmas (ed.), Direct and indirect speech. Berlin, 201–217. Krifka, M. 1989a. Nominalreferenz, Zeitkonstitution, Aspekt, Aktionsart: Eine semantische Erklärung ihrer Interaktion. In W. Abraham & T. Janssen (eds.), Tempus – Aspekt – Modus: Die lexikalischen und grammatischen Formen in den germanischen Sprachen. Tübingen, 227–258. Krifka, M. 1989b. Nominalreferenz und Zeitkonstitution: Zur Semantik von Massentermen, Pluraltermen und Aspektklassen. München. Krifka, M. 1998. The origins of telicity. In S. Rothstein (ed.), Events and grammar. Dordrecht, 197–235. Krifka, M. 2015. Bias in commitment space semantics: Declarative questions, negated questions, and question tags. Proceedings of SALT 25: 328– 345. Wierzbicka, A. 1967. On the semantics of verbal aspect in Polish. In To Honor Roman Jakobson. Vol 3. The Hague, 2231–2249.
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